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Abstract—There is a general agreement among software engineering practitioners that software inspections are an important
technique to achieve high software quality at a reasonable cost. However, there are many ways to perform such inspections and many
factors that affect their cost-effectiveness. It is therefore important to be able to estimate this cost-effectiveness in order to monitor it,
improve it, and convince developers and management that the technology and related investments are worthwhile. This work proposes
a rigorous but practical way to do so. In particular, a meaningful model to measure cost-effectiveness is proposed and a method to
determine cost-effectiveness by combining project data and expert opinion is described. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
approach, the results of a large-scale industrial case study are presented and an initial validation is performed.
Index Terms—Software inspection, cost-effectiveness model, Monte Carlo simulation, case study, expert opinion.
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1

INTRODUCTION

I

T has been long recognized that the return on investment
of software process improvement and software development technologies needs to be assessed [31]. This entails the
development of models that take into account both the costs
of using a technology and its benefits across the whole
development life cycle in a realistic manner. Such models
must not only accurately represent the economic impact of a
technology, but must also be usable at reasonable cost.
Models based on parameters that cannot be estimated
without resorting to prohibitive and complex data collection are not useful from a practical standpoint.
The systematic, rigorous, and documented inspection of
life cycle artifacts, before any testing can be performed, has
long been perceived as a key software development
technology to achieve high quality at a reasonable cost.
Despite clear success stories [1], inspections do not bring
substantial benefits under all circumstances. It is clear that,
like for any technology, mainly, success stories are selectively reported in the literature. Therefore, the cost-effectiveness of inspections needs to be demonstrated in each
and every organization that tries to introduce them.
The problem is even more acute when considering that
inspections usually encounter fierce resistance as they are
introduced. For example, Jalote and Haragopal [15] report
about the “not applicable here” syndrome and how, through
experiments, they convinced developers to use inspections.
Inspections are usually supported by management but are
sometimes perceived as burdensome by developers. This is
due to the fact that inspections are often regarded as
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uncreative or unproductive work. For example, Radice [26]
reports that inspections are often perceived as “low tech,
labor intensive, and rarely fun.” Moreover, in most
organizations, productivity is still perceived and measured
in terms of lines of code per effort unit. However,
inspections require effort without producing any code.
Consequently, inspections are sometimes not perceived as
bringing tangible benefits. Studies [19] have shown that,
despite having demonstrated their potential benefits for
more than two decades, inspections are still not widely used
across the software industry. Therefore, the case of
systematic inspections needs to be made in every organization that intends to use them.
Furthermore, inspection benefits must be observed and
communicated. The benefits of inspections consist, on the
one hand, of qualitative aspects, such as improving learning
and communication, or serving as a means to enforce
documentation standards. On the other hand, the benefits
consist of quantitative aspects, such as improved quality and
effort savings. While the qualitative benefits are clearly an
important asset of the inspection process, its ability to
reduce development effort is often seen as its key benefit [9].
One useful way to quantify the benefits of inspections is to
assess the cost-effectiveness of inspections if one wants to be
able to monitor the factors that affect it and its variations
across inspections and projects, and then improve it. This
implies a new requirement: Cost-effectiveness models must
allow for meaningful comparisons across inspections and
projects.
The contribution of this paper is fourfold. First, a new
model for inspection cost-effectiveness is presented. Second, a practical methodology for assessing inspection costeffectiveness is presented that combines project data and
expert estimates within a rigorous framework, using welldefined procedures. It is important to point out that our
approach can be applied under actual project conditions, as
only data that can realistically be collected in that context
are required. There is, therefore, no additional cost incurred
besides common project data collection and interviews.
Third, the result of a comprehensive case study is presented
where a cost-benefit analysis of the inspection practices of a
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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large Siemens AG division working on mobile communication was performed. Fourth, the proposed model and its
application using expert estimates are assessed in terms of
feasibility, consistency, and accuracy. Lessons learned are
then drawn and discussed.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents models for defining inspection costeffectiveness as identified in a literature survey and
discusses the requirements of these models. Section 3
presents a new inspection cost-effectiveness model that is
obtained by generalizing and extending a model proposed
by Kusumoto et al. [20]. Since we suggest using expert
estimates as a surrogate for project data, we discuss in
Section 4 the usage of expert opinion and present in
Section 5 an approach to determine cost-effectiveness by
combining project data and expert opinion. Section 6
presents the results of a case study in which the proposed
model and approach were used. Section 7 presents the
validation of the models and the approach and Section 8
draws lessons learned. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Modeling Cost-Effectiveness
In order to evaluate the benefit of software inspections and
to motivate their dissemination, various models have been
developed that aimed at capturing the benefit of inspections. We surveyed the literature and identified a number of
models that addressed various evaluation aspects, such as
inspection efficiency, return on investment, and costeffectiveness.
A simple model is the efficiency model proposed by Gilb
and Graham [9] as
Efficiency ¼

Number of defects
:
Cost consumed by inspections

ð1Þ

This model defines the economic impact as the number
of defects detected per time unit. Thus, it captures how
effective the inspection is per unit of effort. The model only
depends on data that is available after the inspection
meeting and can therefore be easily determined once an
inspection has been completed. On the other hand, it does
not compare the defect detection in inspections with defect
detection in subsequent verification phases (i.e., savings are
not addressed with this model).
A second model defines the economic impact of
inspections in terms of the ratio between the cost and the
benefit measured as effort saved. Rico [27] denotes this
model as Benefit-Cost Ratio Model and Collofello and
Woodfield [5] as Cost-Effectiveness Model.
CE ¼

Cost saved by inspections
:
Cost consumed by inspections

ð2Þ

An operational definition for this type of model is
proposed by Collofello and Woodfield [5]. In order to
estimate the savings from inspection, their model assumes
that defects removed from an artifact through inspections
would have been detected and removed in a later defect
detection phase. Therefore, the potential costs of detecting
and correcting defects in these later phases are saved by
inspections. The costs of detecting and correcting defects
can be calculated as the average effort to detect and fix a
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defect times the expected number of defects detected. The
expected number of defects detected per process can be
calculated as the defect detection effectiveness of the
process times the numbers of defects from the process that
still have not been detected. This procedure implies the tacit
assumption that one defect in phase i will result exactly in
one defect in phase i+1 (e.g., one defect in the specifications
will result in one defect in the design).
A third model defines the economic impact of inspections in terms of return-on-investment (ROI) [11], [8], [27]:
ROI ¼

Cost saved by inspections  Cost consumed
:
Cost consumed by inspections

ð3Þ

In contrast to model (2), this ROI model only considers the
net savings of inspections, which are computed by
subtracting the cost consumed from the cost saved.
The fourth model has been proposed by Kusumoto et al.
[20] and defines cost-effectiveness (CE) as
CE ¼

Cost saved by inspections  Cost consumed
:
Potential defect cost without inspections

ð4Þ

This model is similar to the ROI model (3), except that
the denominator is not the inspection cost incurred by the
project but the potential cost of defects that would have
resulted if the detection activity to be assessed (i.e.,
inspections) had not taken place. Due to this normalization,
cost-effectiveness can be compared across inspections as it
is independent from the particular defect population
present in the inspected artifact and the subsequent defect
detection activities [20]. Model (4) was also extended by
Sabaliauskaite [30] to account for false positives, meeting
loss, and meeting gain.
The model is intuitive as it calculates the net savings of
inspections and compares them to the maximum defectrelated cost that could have been saved. The CE value can
therefore be interpreted as the percentage of defect-related
cost that is saved due to inspections. However, this model
also assumes that one defect in phase i will result exactly in
one defect in phase i+1.

2.2 Discussion
In order to assess the cost-effectiveness of inspection
processes, it is necessary to have a model that operationally
defines how to measure cost-effectiveness. This costeffectiveness model must capture information relevant for
economic decisions and for motivating inspections. Furthermore, it must be applicable when comparing cost-effectiveness across projects or project phases so as to help identify
the kinds of inspections that need to improve and the
contexts in which they are most effective. Consequently, the
cost-effectiveness model that is required in our context
must meet the following requirements:
.

.

.

R1—Savings: Cost-effectiveness must be stated in
terms of effort savings in order to make it relevant to
quality assurance engineers and managers.
R2—Detection Activities: The cost-effectiveness
model assumes a number of defect detection phases
following inspections and can be tailored to a
specific software development life cycle.
R3—Comparability: Cost-effectiveness can be compared across projects and project phases regardless
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TABLE 1
A Comparison of CE Models

of the number of defects present in the inspected
artifact and the number of subsequent defect
detection activities taking place.
In addition to these criteria, we want to relax the
assumption of the models proposed by Collofello and
Woodfield [5], Grady and van Slack [11], and Kusumoto
et al. [20] that one defect in phase i will result exactly in
one defect in phase i+1. We found it necessary as our
observations in industry show that this assumption might
not hold in all contexts [4]. Therefore, we define:
R4—Defect Propagation: The cost-effectiveness
model assumes that a defect detected by inspection
will propagate to one or more defects in a later defect
detection phase.
In order to select an appropriate model for our context, we
compared the four models presented above to the proposed
criteria. Table 1 reports on the score of each model with
respect to each requirement. The scores are “+,” “-,” and “(-).”
A “+” is assigned when the requirement is met, a “-” if it is not
met, and a “(-)” if the requirement is not met but has been
addressed by others. The score “n/a” is assigned if the
requirement is not applicable.
With respect to the first requirement, the efficiency model
by Gilb and Graham takes into account only the costs of
performing inspections, but not any potential savings in
subsequent activities. Thus, it does not fulfill R1. The models
by Collofello and Grady fulfill this requirement, as they
determine Return on Investment and Cost-Effectiveness,
respectively. Thus, they are stated in terms of effort savings.
The cost-effectiveness model by Kusumoto et al. calculates
the net savings of inspections and compares these net savings
to the potential defect cost that would have been incurred
without inspections. The cost-effectiveness value can therefore be interpreted as the percentage of defect rework costs
that are saved due to inspections. With this definition, costeffectiveness is also stated in terms of effort savings.
With respect to the second requirement, the model by
Gilb and Graham does not consider any subsequent
activities. Thus, R2 is not fulfilled. The model by Collofello
and Woodfield is defined, in general, for any number of
defect detection activities and, therefore, fulfills R2. The
models of Grady and van Slack and Kusumoto et al.
consider only two detection activities, namely, inspections
and testing. However, using the principles of the Collofello
and Woodfield model, they can also be generalized to any
number of defect detection activities [2], hence their “(-)”
score for R2.
With respect to comparability across projects, the Gilb
and Graham model does not fulfill R3, since variations in
initial document quality (i.e., defect density) will make
efficiency impossible to compare across inspections [16].
The models proposed by Collofello and Woodfield (2) and
.

Grady and van Slack (3) might be problematic if we attempt
to compare their results across projects. The following
example illustrates why this is the case: Assume two projects
with two defect detection activities: inspections and testing.
Assume further that, in both projects, if inspections had not
been performed, the costs of testing would have been
1,000 units. The first project consumes 10 cost units for their
inspections and saves 100 units. Thus, the total cost for
defect detection is 910 units. In the second project,
inspections cost 60 units and save 600. Thus, the total cost
for defect detection is 460 units, which is far smaller than
the cost in the first project. However, in both projects, an
ROI of 10 would have been computed, which would
prevent us from recognizing the economic advantage of
inspections in the second project. Consequently, these
models do not fulfill R3. The model proposed by Kusumoto
et al. normalizes the estimated savings by the potential
defect cost. Hence, it can be compared across different types
of inspections (e.g., among inspections in different projects
or different phases of the life cycle). Thus, this model allows
a meaningful comparison across different inspections and
projects, thereby fulfilling R3.
With respect to the assumption of defect propagation,
this requirement is not applicable for the Gilb and Graham
model as this model does not consider any subsequent
defect detection activities. The models proposed by Collofello and Woodfield [5], Grady and van Slack [11], and
Kusumoto et al. [20] assume that one defect in phase i will
result in exactly one defect in the following phase i+1. Thus,
neither of these models fulfills R4.
In summary, the model proposed by Kusumoto et al. [20]
is closest to our requirements. However, it assumes that
one defect in phase i will result in exactly one defect in the
following phase i+1. Moreover, it does not explicitly
consider different phases in which inspections are performed and compared. Therefore, this model needs to be
generalized to multiple inspection activities and its assumptions regarding defect propagation need to be relaxed.

3

AN EXTENDED COST-EFFECTIVENESS MODEL

3.1 Model Definition
To define an inspection cost-effectiveness model fulfilling
all our requirements, we started with the model proposed
by Kusumoto et al. [20]. Generally, this model defines costeffectiveness (CE) as the net savings from inspections over
the potential defect cost without inspections as shown in (4).
The Potential Defect Cost without Inspections parameter is
the defect rework cost that would have been incurred if no
inspections had taken place. For example, suppose a life
cycle with two defect detection activities: code inspections
and testing and a source code listing with 100 defects. The
potential defect cost is the rework cost of fixing all 100 code
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TABLE 2
Parameters of the CE Model

defects, not in code inspections, but during testing or after
delivery. The Cost Consumed by Inspections parameter is the
cost spent on performing code inspections, while Cost Saved
by Inspections captures the cost saved in later phases due to
defect detection in code inspections.
To generalize this model to multiple inspection activities,
we assume an ordered set of defect detection activities and
initially estimate the inspection savings using the approach
of Collofello and Woodfield [5].
To relax the defect propagation assumption, we suggest
introducing a defect propagation factor that captures the
average number of defects in which a defect that is not
detected will result. Table 2 shows the parameters of the
resulting extended cost-effectiveness model. In the remainder of the paper, this model will be referred to as the
CE model (for Cost-Effectiveness).
Using these parameters, the CE model can be formally
expressed as follows:
n
X

CEðaf ; AÞ ¼

d"i  nf  rf;i  pi  ððd"f þ i"f Þ  nf Þ

i¼fþ1
n
X

ð5Þ
d"j  Nf  rf;j  pj

j¼fþ1

with

rf;j ¼

8
>
<
>
:

1
j1
Y

ð1  pk Þ  gk;kþ1

j¼f þ1
else:

k¼fþ1

In this model, the sum d"i  nf  rf;i  pi denotes the
Cost Saved by Inspections. This is obtained by summing up
the cost saved in all defect detection activities following the
inspection activity af to be assessed. The cost saved for a
subsequent defect detection activity ai is obtained by
multiplying the average effort to find and fix a defect in
ai with the estimated number of defects in ai that were
prevented by inspections af . The term ðd"f þ i"f Þ  nf

denotes the Cost Consumed by Inspections, i.e., the effort
spent on the inspections in af . These costs are subtracted
from the cost saved to obtain the net savings. Finally, the
sum d"j  Nf  rf;j  pj denotes the Potential Defect Cost
without Inspections, which is computed in a similar way to
the cost saved.

3.2 Model Assumptions
The proposed model has underlying assumptions that have
to be assessed to determine whether they hold for the
context under study. A minimal set of assumptions is,
however, necessary to obtain a cost-effectiveness model that
can be operationalized under realistic constraints. For the
CE model, these assumptions are:
The effectiveness of the last defect detection activity
equals 1, i.e., all defects are eventually detected.
2. A defect found in activity ai would result, on
average, in gi;iþ1 defects in the following defect
detection activity aiþ1 .
3. Defects found in inspections would, on average,
result in the same cost in later defect detection
activities as defects that slipped through inspections.
4. Defects introduced after the defect detection activity
to be assessed must not be considered in the
CE model for that activity.
The practical implication of the first assumption is that
all defects will eventually be found by the last defect
detection activity. In reality, this activity is the operation of
the software. But, in order to determine the inspection costeffectiveness after completion of the project and to provide
timely feedback on the cost-effectiveness of a project’s
inspections, the last activity can also be set to be the last
testing activity, e.g., acceptance testing. We then assume
that most defects have been found by that time and that the
effect of such assumption is therefore negligible. In the
worst case scenario, where this is not the case, the model
provides a conservative estimate of the actual savings.
1.
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The second assumption implies that only defects causing
a fault or failure in subsequent inspection or testing
activities are considered. In the context of inspections,
defects are typically classified as major and minor defects
[9]. Major defects are those that would result in a defect in
subsequent activities, while other defects are denoted as
minor defects. Therefore, only major defects should be used
to determine the model’s parameters.
The third assumption implies that, from a cost point of
view, there is no difference in the defects that are detected
by inspections and those that were not detected by
inspections. Depending on the particular project, this
assumption might not hold. Therefore, it is important to
check the applicability of this assumption with experts.
To fulfill the fourth assumption, two practical implications have to be taken into account when instantiating the
model for a particular sequence of defect detection
activities. First, for each inspection activity, a specific model
has to be instantiated. For example, to assess and compare
analysis, design, and code inspections, three models need to
be developed. Second, the origin of defects (i.e., analysis,
design, or code) has to be determined in order to compute
the model parameters for each detection activity.
For example, when assessing the cost-effectiveness of
design inspections, only analysis and design defects should
be used to estimate the parameters. Thus, instead of
determining the overall number of defects detected in a
particular defect detection activity (e.g., design inspections,
code inspections, or testing), the number of analysis and
design defects must be determined. Similarly, instead of
determining the average defect cost in a defect detection
activity, only the average defect cost for analysis and
design defects has to be determined. In general, when
instantiating the CE model for analysis, design, and code
inspections, its parameters have to be determined separately for each defect origin.
To determine our model’s parameters, it is necessary to
collect data on defect origins and rework effort throughout
the development process. However, a survey performed
among German software companies reported that less than
6 percent and 30 percent of the companies collect data on
rework and defect origins, respectively [21]. Thus, although
it is preferable to use consistent and reliable data sources to
estimate the parameters of our model, it is very likely that,
for some of these parameters, no data is collected in most
industrial environments. In addition, information regarding
the propagation factor gi;iþ1 is also typically not collected in
most of the organizations we have worked with.
To cope with this situation, we propose a cost-effectiveness assessment procedure that uses expert estimates as a
substitute for missing project data. In order to apply this
approach, it is necessary to express the model in terms of
parameters that can either be easily obtained through data
collection during project performance or through the
elicitation of expert opinion.

4

USING EXPERT OPINION

There are many reasons why expert opinion may be
needed. One of the common problems that we face here is
when information regarding a phenomenon cannot be
collected by any other affordable means (measurements,
observations, experimentation) or when the required data is
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simply not being collected in the timeframe that CE is
investigated. When looking at the problem from a scientific
perspective, an important question is whether expert data is
valid data.
It might be argued that expert data is soft data in the
sense that they incorporate the assumptions and interpretation of the experts [22]. Specifically, expert data is subject to
bias, uncertainty, and incompleteness. However, these
problems can be prevented and controlled by means of
carefully performed elicitation of expert estimates. Thus,
expert judgment can be defined as data gathered formally,
in a structured manner, and in accordance with research on
human cognition and communication [22].
Therefore, we believe that expert judgment is valid data
in the sense that it is comparable to other types of data.
Expert judgment has also been used in similar ways, and
with success, in other fields, such as nuclear engineering
(risk models) [13] and policy decision making [29], and in
software engineering for cost estimation purposes [14], [3],
[17] and quality evaluation [28].
In order to prevent the problems mentioned above,
specific expert knowledge elicitation techniques can be
applied. The objective of these techniques is to prevent bias,
uncertainty, and incompleteness to the maximum extent
possible, to detect bias when it occurs, and to model
uncertainty. Elicitation techniques achieve this by carefully
selecting experts, designing the mode of data collection and
the interview procedure, and quantifying uncertainty in
experts’ responses.
One important aspect regarding elicitation concerns the
disaggregation of the complex concept of cost-effectiveness.
While it might seem straightforward to directly ask
developers to estimate inspection cost-effectiveness, such
an approach is not feasible. In order to provide accurate
estimates, the experts need to remember relevant information regarding the parameters to be estimated [22]. Since the
definition of cost-effectiveness (i.e., proportion of rework
cost saved due to inspections) is rather abstract and its main
parameters (Cost Saved by Inspections and Potential Defect
Cost without Inspections) cannot be observed, the experts
have no empirical experience on which they can base their
estimates for such parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to
disaggregate cost-effectiveness into parameters that the
experts could have observed and experienced. This approach is consistent with studies in expert knowledge
elicitation, which have shown that disaggregating complex
questions can ease the burden of information processing for
the expert and thus promote estimation accuracy [22].
In addition, we consider two issues that are particularly
important in the design of the elicitation process: uncertainty and bias. These issues are discussed in the remainder
of this section.

4.1 Uncertainty
Looking at the list of parameters in Table 2, there are three
major kinds of parameters that are required by the model
and that may need to be estimated by experts. One set of
parameters concerns the effort for correcting defects of
various origins in all defect detection activities (d"i ). The
second set of parameters addresses the percentage breakdown of the various defect origins for all defect detection
activities (pi ). The third set of parameters addresses the
defect propagation factor gi;iþ1 .
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To help experts visualize these response modes during
the elicitation, slides similar to Fig. 1 should be shown to
them. Thus, they have a clear understanding of the
information (e.g., maximum, minimum, most likely values)
they are to provide. To illustrate how uncertain information
can then be actually captured during interviews, an excerpt
from a questionnaire is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Triangular distributions.

It is impossible in an elicitation situation (e.g., an
interview) to request a single value for these parameters
from the expert. One reason is that subjective estimates are
inherently uncertain. Providing an exact answer may not be
possible, since experts may not know the exact value of a
parameter or this parameter value may actually vary with
circumstances. For example, it is obvious that the cost of
defect correction does not warrant a unique value but a
probability distribution.
To explicitly capture this uncertainty, a probability
distribution can be selected as response mode. With such
a distribution, the experts are able to quantify their
uncertainty. The probability distribution most often used
in expert opinion elicitation is a triangular distribution as
shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the expert is asked to provide a
range, given by minimum and maximum values, in which
the estimate can be, and the most likely value. This is shown
on the left side of Fig. 1.
The use of a nonparametric distribution, such as the
triangular distribution, is often recommended over parametric distributions in the domain of expert elicitation as
their parameters have an intuitive appeal to the experts and
are easy to respond to [32]. Moreover, the triangular
distribution is often considered appropriate when little is
known about the actual distribution of a variable. In the
proposed approach, this response mode is typically used to
ask for the percentage of defects of a particular origin in a
defect detection activity.
For the estimation of effort data, however, maximum or
minimum values can be misleading. This is due to the fact
that outliers (i.e., extreme low and high values that occur
very rarely) can get excessive weight when using a
triangular distribution [32]. Therefore, we here ask for
practical maximum and minimum values. These are values
that have some reasonable chance of occurring. To the
experts, the practical extreme values can also be explained
by stating that the range between these values should
contain about 90 percent of all possible effort values. This is
illustrated on the right side of Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Excerpt from questionnaire.

4.2 Preventing Bias
During elicitation, the experts will perform four cognitive
tasks [22]. The expert must comprehend the wording and
the context of the question. Then, he or she must remember
relevant information to answer each question. By processing this information, the expert identifies an answer, which
is said to be “internal,” as it is in the expert’s own
representation mode. At this stage, people typically use
mental shortcuts called heuristics to help integrate and
process the information [18]. Finally, the internal answer
has to be translated into the response mode requested by
the interviewer.
In each of these steps, especially in applying the
heuristics, systematic errors can occur, which would distort
the estimate [12]. To obtain reliable data, it is therefore
necessary to anticipate these biases and design and monitor
the elicitation accordingly. This involves the following
two activities in the design of the elicitation:
1.

2.

Anticipate which biases are likely to occur in the planned
elicitation. For this step, the available research
literature on expert opinion elicitation is used to
determine which sorts of bias can occur and under
which circumstances they can be expected [22]. A list
of potential biases identified as relevant for the
approach is listed in Table 3.
Redesign the planned elicitation to make it less prone to
the anticipated biases. To do so, an initial draft version
of interview questionnaires should be modified to
account for the listed potential biases in Table 3. For
example, it might be straightforward to simply ask
the interviewees directly for maximum and minimum values of the parameters to be estimated. This,
however, could introduce bias due to overconfidence. This type of bias occurs when experts
intuitively minimize the uncertainty in their answers. To address this, it is necessary to require the
experts to think of possible scenarios under which a
maximum or minimum value could occur. Thus,
they process more information to provide an
estimate for these values and this, based on existing
research, typically results in better estimates. Also,
the order in which the estimates are elicited matters.
Asking first for the most likely value might
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TABLE 3
Bias Definitions and Sources in the Case Study

Fig. 3. Excerpt from interview procedure.

introduce bias due to overconfidence as experts tend
to be anchored to their first estimate and fail to
adjust appropriately for the range [32]. Consequently, the order of elicitation should be maximum,
minimum, most likely. As a result, the interview
procedure looks as shown in Fig. 3.
A second important bias to address is inconsistency. This can occur if people get tired, forget
information they were provided with and, therefore,
change assumptions or definitions in the course of
the interview. To alleviate these issues, the questions
should be phrased in such a way that the key
concepts and definitions are repeated in each
question. Additionally, breaks should be planned
in the interview procedure to prevent fatigue. Also,
when the expert mentions scenarios, the interviewer
should encourage the interviewee to consider additional possible scenarios or, if possible, suggest
additional scenarios. This addresses the bias of
availability, which occurs when experts focus only
on a few, recent scenarios.

5

A COST-EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURE

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the
cost-effectiveness assessment procedure. The procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The rectangles denote activities while
the circles denote products.

5.1 Step 1: Make Model Operational
The objective of the first step is to instantiate the CE model
as defined in Section 2 for the projects under study. The

CE model for a particular project must be instantiated for
each inspection activity to be assessed (i.e., analysis, design,
and code). Each of these models has to account for the
detection activities following the inspection activity to be
assessed, and one therefore needs to determine which
activity is to be defined as last defect detection activity (cf.
Section 3.2).
Since the tailored models include parameters whose
values need to be determined, the next step is to decide
whether this can be done based on available project data
(e.g., metrics collected in inspection databases, testing
databases, or defect tracking systems). If this is not the
case, the parameter can perhaps be estimated by experts or
can be reformulated as a function of variables that can be
derived from project data or expert estimates. This process
is called decomposition or disaggregation [23]. Disaggregation helps ensure that expert-based parameters are in a form
that allows the expert to concentrate on estimating something that is tangible and easy to picture. Such parameters
typically represent physical quantities, counts, proportions,
and probabilities.
An example for disaggregation is illustrated by our case
study example in Fig. 5 (see Section 5 for details).
In this figure, we assume that the CE model parameters
encompass, among others, the number of defects detected in
design inspections nDI , the number of design defects
detected in system test nST;D , and the propagation factor
from design to code gD;C . Typically, the number nDI is
available from inspection databases while gD;C needs to be
estimated by experts. To obtain nST;D , the number of defects
nST is usually available but not the defect origin information.
In this case, we multiply nST with the proportion of design
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Fig. 4. Overview of the assessment procedure.

defects detected in system test perc(ST,D), which can be
estimated by testers.
As a precautionary measure, the assumptions of the
CE model (cf. Section 2.2) also need to be checked in the
context under study.
To summarize, this step of the assessment procedure
yields 1) reformulated instantiations of the CE models (for
each type of inspection), 2) a list of parameters to be
obtained by expert knowledge elicitation, and 3) a list of
parameters to be obtained from project data.

5.2 Step 2: Prepare for Expert Knowledge Elicitation
The objective of this step is to prepare the instruments of
elicitation. These consist of 1) questionnaires that are used
to capture the experts’ estimates, 2) an interview procedure
that guides the interviewer in performing the elicitation,
and 3) the selection of experts.
Based on the output of Step 1, questionnaires have to be
developed that capture the information to be obtained from
the experts through well-formed questions [24]. For each
parameter, a question similar to that of Fig. 2 is integrated
into the questionnaire to ensure that all necessary estimates
are collected. Along with the questionnaire, an interview
procedure such as the one in Fig. 3 is to be defined to guide
the interviewer during the course of the interviews. This
aims at making the interviews more systematic and
consistent and, therefore, results in more reliable estimates.
Recall that the aim of expert knowledge elicitation
techniques is to reduce the impact of bias to the maximum
extent possible and model the uncertainty in the experts’
answers. In a literature survey on the use of expert opinion

Fig. 5. Disaggregation of CE model (example).

in risk assessment, Mosleh et al. [23] conclude that the
methods by which expert opinion is elicited can have a
significant impact on the accuracy of the resulting estimates. Thus, designing the questionnaire and interview
procedure carefully and selecting appropriate response
modes (i.e., the format in which the experts have to encode
their answers) is of crucial importance.
Finally, in this second step, experts have to be identified
according to precise criteria and motivated to do the job
well. Several experts are necessary to estimate parameters
as the multiplicity of answers will help cancel out random
error [12].
The selection is guided by two criteria. The first one is
the role of the experts in the development process. In their
roles, the experts must have access to the information they
are supposed to estimate. For example, to estimate the
proportion of defects of design origin in the total number of
defects found in design inspections (pDI;D ), the experts must
have participated in design inspections. Thus, designers
and inspectors involved in design inspections qualify as
experts. As another example, for the purpose of effort
estimation, people performing the corresponding tasks
qualify as experts. Thus, to estimate the effort required to
fix a design defect, authors of the corresponding design
documents would be selected as they perform the corrections. The second criterion for the selection of experts is
their level of experience. Such experience needs to be
sufficiently varied and extensive with respect to the
targeted tasks.
In order to alleviate risks, the interview procedure and
the questionnaire are usually tried in a pilot test. The
purpose of these pilot tests is to gain feedback and optimize
the elicitation accordingly. For example, we want to
determine whether the experts are able to answer the
questions and if there are sources of confusion and bias that
might have been overlooked.
As a result, this step produces 1) validated questionnaires supporting the elicitation of the information identified in Step 1, 2) the corresponding interview procedure,
and 3) a list of targeted experts.

5.3 Step 3: Perform Interviews and Screen Answers
Preparing the interviewers entails training them to acquire
moderation and interviewing skills in general. Thus, the
interviewers must know how to schedule, prepare, and
conduct interviews. This encompasses skills such as how to
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structure the interview, what information to give to the
interviewee, and how to create an open and constructive
atmosphere during the interview. Such skills can be easily
acquired using standard training courses and literature
such as [22], [24].
An interview is scheduled with each expert. Face-to-face
interviews are preferable, as the experts are more motivated
and the interviewer has more control over the elicitation.
However, depending on the amount of questions that have
to be answered by the expert, one can resort to telephone
interviews.
During the interview, the interviewer guides the expert
through the questionnaire using the precisely defined
interview procedure. Appropriate visual aids should be
used during interviews, especially those illustrating the
response mode.
Moreover, during the interview, the elicitation has to be
monitored for the occurrence of bias. Therefore, the
following two activities are performed:
Make the experts aware of the potential intrusion of bias.
Experimental studies in probability elicitation have
shown that substantial improvement in the quality
of assessments can be obtained through elicitation
training [13]. The experts need to be informed about
the biases they are likely to exhibit. In particular,
they should be informed about the definitions and
causes of these biases [22]. Therefore, the general
concept of bias is to be introduced in the introduction of the elicitation interviews and the expected
biases should be presented. Additionally, the experts
should be familiarized with the elicitation procedure, especially the response modes used in the
questionnaire.
2. Monitoring the elicitation for the occurrence of bias.
During elicitation, the interviewer monitors the
expert’s body language and the verbalized thoughts
of the expert. If these signs indicate some undesired
situation, the interviewer should react accordingly.
One example is that phrases like “we had a case...”
could point out a potential outlier in the effort
distribution. Whenever the expert mentions these
phrases, the interviewer should inquire about the
representativeness of the case.
Once all interviews are completed, the answers of the
experts are compared. If significant differences are observed, this needs to be investigated further. If an expert’s
answer differs significantly from that of other experts, this
may be explained by a different experience. In this case, it
must be assessed how representative and adequate this
experience is.
This step produces, for each question (i.e., for each
parameter in the model to be estimated by experts), a set of
answers from the experts in the predefined response mode
(i.e., the triangular distribution).
1.

5.4 Step 4: Collect Project Data
The objective of the fourth step is to compile the project data
in order to determine the values of those parameters for
which it is required. This includes obtaining data from the
appropriate sources, such as inspection databases, testing
databases, defect tracking systems, and effort tracking
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systems, and to estimate the required parameters. Thus,
this step produces one single value for each data-based
parameter.

5.5 Step 5: Compute Cost-Effectiveness
The objective of the fifth step is to determine the costeffectiveness of inspections. Here, the challenge is to
combine the expert estimates collected in Step 3 with the
project data collected in Step 4 to determine the costeffectiveness according to the CE model reformulated in
Step 1. The procedure for this is shown in Fig. 6.
For those parameters that are estimated by expert
knowledge elicitation, it has to be taken into account that
several estimates are available for each parameter. Consequently, the estimates of different experts must be
aggregated for each question.
We must also consider that expert estimates are actually
probability distributions. Consequently, the resulting costeffectiveness is also a probability distribution that needs to
be computed. This distribution captures the inherent
uncertainty in the cost-effectiveness of inspections. This
uncertainty has two sources: the uncertainty in the experts’
estimates and the inherent variation of cost-effectiveness
across inspections. An important methodological point in
presenting the results of any expert opinion study is to
make explicit the underlying uncertainty of the results [13].
A probability distribution of the cost-effectiveness addresses this need.
Monte-Carlo (MC-) Simulation is a convenient way of
performing the aggregation of experts’ data [32] and the
computation of the cost-effectiveness distribution. During
one simulation run, a value for each input parameter is
sampled from the experts’ probability distributions. The
set of sampled values forms a possible scenario, which is
used as input to the model to compute the corresponding
cost-effectiveness value. Repeating this procedure, say
1,000 times, provides 1,000 cost-effectiveness values, which
form an empirical distribution. This procedure can be
performed automatically using low-cost commercial tools
such as @Risk [25].
MC-Simulation also makes it possible to mathematically
aggregate the estimated distributions. For example, the
model requires the average effort to correct a defect. In the
interviews we ask, however, for the effort distribution for
correcting a single defect. In order to aggregate these
estimates, we sample one effort value from each expert’s
effort distribution and then take the average of all these
sampled values. Proportion estimates are aggregated during the MC-Simulation by selecting one expert per simulation run and parameter (with all experts having equal
probabilities of being selected) and sampling from the
probability distribution of the selected expert.
5.6 Step 6: Perform Sensitivity Analysis
The objective of this step is to identify those expert-based
parameters that have a strong influence on the estimated
cost-effectiveness. These parameters are highly influential
in terms of model accuracy and should therefore be elicited
with extreme care. In addition, they show which parameters
can be influenced in order to improve the inspection
process and, consequently, the inspection cost-effectiveness.
Technically, a sensitivity analysis is performed by
analyzing the statistical correlation of the output variable
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Fig. 6. Steps in CE computation.

of the model (i.e., cost-effectiveness) and its input variables
(i.e., the expert-based parameters). The Spearman rank
correlation coefficient is computed between the estimated
cost-effectiveness and randomly sampled values of the
estimated parameter distributions: The higher the correlation, the more significant the parameter in determining
cost-effectiveness. For parameters showing a high correlation, it would be advisable to interview additional experts
in order to increase the representativeness of the estimates.
The results can also be used to motivate the collection of
project data for these parameters in order to determine costeffectiveness with higher accuracy in the future. Last, the
accuracy of the estimation process for these parameters
should be carefully checked using redundant project data or
specific experiments.
As a result, this step provides a list of critical expertbased parameters for the estimation of inspection costeffectiveness. Based on this list, a decision might be made to
perform additional interviews and incorporate their results
to refine the model.

6

INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY

6.1 The Case Study Context
The methodology presented in this chapter was developed
specifically for a development organization and validated
in a carefully prepared case study. This work took place in a
business unit of Siemens AG, Germany, which develops
products and services for mobile communication and
intelligent networks using CHILL and Assembler.
In this particular business unit, software quality is a
major issue, as the downtime of a communication network
has major consequences. Hence, inspections are performed
after each of the development phases (i.e., analysis, design,
and coding) to ensure sufficient quality for all software
artifacts. Depending on the artifact to be inspected, three
different kinds of inspection techniques are applied. Using
the first technique, the artifact is distributed to several
inspectors who read the document and send their comments to the author. The second, standard technique is
similar to the one described in [6]: Inspectors use checklists
to identify defects during preparation and hold a meeting to

collect and consolidate defects from all inspectors. The third
technique, used for critical documents, enhances the second
technique by having more interaction between authors and
inspectors on the content of the inspected document and by
discussing how to prevent the detected defects in the future,
as proposed in [9]. On average, 10 participants perform an
analysis inspection and four participants perform a design
or code inspection.
In this environment, where software quality is a major
objective, most of the data recommended in [6] and [9] is
collected during inspections. This encompasses information, such as the number of participants, the size of the work
product, the inspection effort, the number of defects found
(classified into major and minor defects), and the estimated
rework effort.

6.2 Step 1: Make Model Operational
In the case study, since inspections take place at the end of
analysis, design, and coding, three models needed to be
developed. For example, if considering design inspections,
the sequence of detection activities in the case study
consists of design inspections (DI), code inspections (CI),
unit test (UT), and system test (ST). Thus, A = [DI, CI, UT,
ST]. A subscript has been added to the parameters in Table 2
indicating the activity they refer to (e.g., DI, for design
inspection) or the defect origin they account for (i.e., AD for
analysis and design defects combined).
CEðDI; AÞ ¼
P 
i2fCI;UT ;ST g

ni;AD
d"i;AD nDI;AD rDI;j 
ððd"DI þi"DI ÞnDI;AD Þ
Ni;AD

P

i2fCI;UT ;ST g

ni;AD
d"j;AD NDI;AD rDI;j 
Ni;AD

with
rf;j ¼

8
<
:

j1
Q



k¼fþ1

1
1

nk;AD
Nk;AD



j¼f þ1
 gk;kþ1

else:

To check whether the model assumptions held, we
presented the cost-effectiveness model to the quality assurance team, discussed its assumptions and, thus, validated
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TABLE 4
Parameters of the CE Model for Design Inspections

TABLE 5
Information to Be Elicited from Expert Opinion

TABLE 6
Overview of All Parameters

them. The first assumption, that all defects are detected by
the system test, is an acceptable approximation as the
products delivered undergo substantial quality assurance
and are of high quality. The second assumption (defect
propagation) is taken care of as we elicit this parameter. The
Siemens QA team emphasized that the defect propagation
factor might be different from 1. For example, a defect
concerning the design could result in several defects
concerning the interfaces between two components. This
observation supports the necessity to relax the original
model assumption. The third assumption (defects found in
inspections cause, on average, the same cost as defects not
found in inspections) was deemed acceptable. Finally,
assumption four (defects introduced later must not be
considered) is addressed by tailoring the models.
In the case study, like in other typical cases, the
parameters of this model for design inspections (and,
similarly, the parameters for analysis and code inspections)
could not all be derived from the existing project data, nor
could such data be collected in the near future. For example,
the model requires ni;AD , the number of analysis and design
defects detected in ai . In most activities, however, only the
total number of defects was collected. Thus, the experts had
to be asked for the percentage breakdown of the defect
origins in each activity ai . With this information, it was then
possible to determine ni;AD .
Similarly, the average defect effort spent on analysis and
design defects d"i;AD is required. For inspections, only an

overall estimate for the correction of all defects is available.
This estimate contains both the effort for major and minor
defects and, moreover, does not distinguish between the
different defect origins. Thus, the experts had to be
interviewed about the “typical” defect cost for a (major)
defect of a particular origin detected in each inspection
activity ai . The correction effort for each defect (along with
the defect origin) was only available during unit test.
However, this effort data did not consider the effort for
isolating faults after a failure was detected and did not
consider the time to test a correction. For system test, none
of the required effort data was available. Thus, the experts
had to be interviewed about this as well.
Moreover, the model requires effort information in terms
of average effort (e.g., average defect rework cost). But, it
might be difficult for experts (developers, testers) to
estimate average effort values, though it should be easier
to estimate the effort for correcting a single defect. The
experts can assign a meaning to this effort since they
experience this effort every time they correct a defect.
Therefore, they were asked about effort distributions for
correcting a single defect. The parameters for the design
CE model above are described in Table 4, Table 5, Table 6,
and Table 7 indicate how parameters can be estimated or
computed.
To determine those parameters in Table 4 that are
(partly) based on expert estimates, the information shown
in Table 5 is elicited from the experts.
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TABLE 7
Computation of Parameters from Expert Data

To provide an overview of the entire set of involved
parameters, Table 6 shows all parameters either elicited
from experts or obtained from project data. The latter are
shown in italics.
With this information, some parameters can be computed as shown in Table 7.
These tables essentially represent the list of parameters
to be obtained either from project data or by expert
knowledge elicitation. The instantiated model for design
inspections is built by substituting parameters with the
disaggregation formula in Table 7.
The parameters in Table 5 can be estimated by one of
three different roles in the development process: 1) Analysts,
who can estimate the correction cost for defects detected in
analysis inspections, 2) Testers, who can estimate the effort
for isolating faults from failures, and 3) Developers, who
can estimate effort and defects breakdowns for the remaining activities.

6.3 Step 2: Prepare for Expert Knowledge Elicitation
In this step, we developed the interview procedure and
questionnaire as indicated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. As we
identified three different roles to be interviewed, we
developed a questionnaire and procedure for each role.
Each questionnaire/procedure was tested in a pilot test. To
do so, we performed the elicitation as planned with a few
interviewees and debriefed the experts with specific
questions regarding the clarity of questions, the usage of
definitions, and their ability to answer the questions. Based
on the feedback received, the case study material was then
refined.
To cancel out random error, four to six experts were
selected to estimate one parameter, depending on the model
and parameter. In total, 23 experts were selected. In
addition to selecting experts with appropriate roles, several
years of experience in inspections or testing were set as a
requirement to qualify as expert.
6.4 Step 3: Perform Interviews and Screen Answers
To collect the expert estimates, we performed seven face-toface interviews with Developers as these had to estimate the
majority of parameters and an actual meeting was desirable
for this. The interviews were planned to last about
two hours each including a break to prevent fatigue. With
Analysts and Testers, we performed additional 16 telephone interviews, which lasted 30 minutes each. We

deemed telephone interviews to be acceptable for these
roles, as only few parameters were elicited.
In order to screen the answers, we adopted the following
rationale: If an expert’s answer differed significantly from
other experts’ answers and if that expert did not show
relevant experience for the questions in the recent past or
showed difficulties with the questions during the interview,
then the answer was left out for the remainder of the
analysis. If the expert did not differ from other experts in
terms of experience, he was simply debriefed over the
phone to determine possible reasons for his different
answers. Depending on the explanations provided to the
authors, e.g., how representative the expert’s experience
was, it was then decided whether to include the answer in
the analysis or not.
One analyst mentioned in the interview that he had not
participated in analysis inspections for a long time. Since his
estimates about the correction effort of defects detected in
analysis inspections differed from the other analysts, we
decided to exclude this estimate. Similarly, one developer
provided estimates for the defect correction effort in code
inspections that differed from other developers’ estimates.
When debriefed over the phone, it turned out that he was
responsible for a rather complex part of the system. Since
we deemed his experience not to be representative for the
entire system, we decided to exclude his estimates as well.
Thus, in total, one estimate by an analyst and three estimates
by a developer were not retained for analysis.

6.5 Step 4: Collect Project Data
The project data was provided by the quality assurance
team as a set of MS-Excel datasheets containing the relevant
aspects of the inspection database, and defect information
from unit test. The required data-based parameters could
then be easily computed.
6.6 Step 5: Compute Cost-Effectiveness
Following the approach depicted in Fig. 6, we computed the
cost-effectiveness for analysis, design, and code inspections.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the MC-simulation performed
using the extended and generalized cost-effectiveness model.
The left and right graphs show, respectively, the probability
distributions for cost-effectiveness and the cost saved by
inspections. Since these graphs represent probability distributions, the x-axes denote the range in which the model
value lies, while the y-axes assign each cost-effectiveness
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Fig. 7. Case study results.

value a corresponding probability value so that the area
under the distribution curves integrates to 1.
The relevant statistics from these distributions are shown
in Table 8 and Table 9. According to [31], the central
tendency and variation range for variables such as savings or
cost-effectiveness provide sufficient information for management decisions. Hence, we report the minimum, maximum, mode, median, and mean for all three distributions.
It can be seen that the distributions of cost-effectiveness
as well as the savings for analysis, design, and code
inspections are clearly ordered. Analysis inspections are
considerably more cost-effective than their design counterpart, which are, in turn, markedly better than code
inspections. Despite the uncertainty modeled during expert
knowledge elicitation, the distribution patterns are quite
clear in this respect. These results have important practical
consequences. First, it can be seen here that earlier
inspections, namely, analysis or design inspections, have
much higher benefits than code inspections.
Fig. 7 suggests that the net savings of the three types of
inspections follow the same pattern as cost-effectiveness.
Such results help focus the QA team improvement efforts
where the gain is likely to be more substantial. In this context,
code inspections exhibit lower savings and cost-effectiveness
than analysis and design inspections. A more detailed
analysis of the model parameters (cf. Table 2) indicated that
this was due to low effectiveness of the code inspection
process (i.e., many defects slipped through). Consequently, a
process improvement initiative should focus primarily on
code inspections, as these provide the most improvement
potential to make them more cost effective and economically
viable. Furthermore, the QA team should investigate
whether early inspections can be further disseminated
throughout the development organization, as these yield
high savings. In the case study, the QA team decided to focus
future process improvement activities on code inspections,
as they were satisfied with the cost-effectiveness of earlier
inspections and did not see direct improvement potential.
From a practical standpoint, it is interesting to note that
getting tangible, quantitative evidence was the key for
triggering concrete actions.
In the future, the cost-effectiveness distributions can be
used to evaluate future projects in order, for example, to
assess whether a change in inspection procedures affects
their cost-effectiveness. In other words, the distributions
generated above could be used as baselines for future
comparisons. Thus, changes to the inspection process can be
assessed in terms of improved cost-effectiveness.

6.7 Step 6: Perform Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis was performed using the built-in
functionality of @Risk. The simulation provided 1,000 samples for each expert-based input parameter. @Risk then
computed the correlation between these sampled values
and the related cost-effectiveness values. Table 10 shows the
results for the analysis, design, and code models. For each
model, we report the most influential parameters (absolute
correlation above 0.2), their descriptions, and the Spearman
Rank Correlation between their values and cost-effectiveness values.
For both the analysis and the code model, the effort to
correct a major defect in inspections (d"AI , d"CI;D ) is the
most significant parameter. These variables are one component of the Cost Consumed by Inspections. A high rework cost
per defect will therefore increase the inspection cost, which,
in turn, will decrease cost-effectiveness.
The significance of nAI;A in the analysis model can be
explained by the fact that a small number of analysis defects
detected in design inspections will leave more analysis
defects to be detected in later phases and will therefore
increase the cost-effectiveness of subsequent inspections.
The two propagation factors from analysis to design
(gA;D ) and from design to code (gD;C ) are among the
influential variables in the analysis model. This could be
expected as they are directly related to the number of
defects in subsequent phases and, therefore, also to the
estimated savings and the estimated defect cost without
inspections.
TABLE 8
CE Statistics (in Percent of Saved Rework)

TABLE 9
Savings Statistics (in 1,000 Person Hours)
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TABLE 10
Sensitivity Analysis Excerpt

For the design model, the propagation factor gD;C is by
far the one most correlated with cost-effectiveness. But, in
the context of our case study, due to time constraints, it was
not possible to perform additional interviews. However, as
we will see in Section 6.4, the analysis of expert responses
shows a high level of consistency for that parameter. The
number of defects detected in unit testing (n0UT;D ) also
shows a strong correlation. Further analysis showed, as
discussed in Section 7.3, that these estimates were sufficiently accurate.

7

METHOD VALIDATION

In order to obtain supporting evidence that the instantiated
models and their simulation results are sufficiently accurate, we have to resort to indirect means. This is due to the
fact that the savings from inspection defect detection are not
directly measurable; otherwise, we would not need expert
estimates.
Such supporting evidence can take several forms. First,
we can verify that the results are consistent with the
intuition of testers, developers, and QA engineers. Second,
we can check whether our model’s results are in line with
previous research. Third, we can compare the results of our
model with those of the original Kusumoto et al. model
with respect to the first two criteria, thus demonstrating if
there is an improvement. When available, project data can
be used to compute some of the parameters, and they can be
compared to expert estimates. Finally, consistency among
expert estimates can be analyzed and its impact on the
simulation results can be assessed. Though none of these
elements leads to a direct assessment of the models’
accuracy, they provide information that can increase our
level of confidence in the results.
This section not only provides a validation in our case
study context, it also provides, through examples, a
methodology for others to validate their own models.

7.1 How Plausible are the Results?
With respect to previous research results, the patterns
shown in Fig. 7 confirm what software engineering
professionals usually acknowledge, i.e., early artifacts
inspections are probably more beneficial than code inspections [2], [10].

Furthermore, feedback sessions with QA engineers of the
development organization confirmed that our results were
consistent with their intuition. Based on previous analyses,
they suspected the benefits of code inspections to be limited
for some parts of the system. Our results confirmed this
suspicion as the code inspection cost-effectiveness distribution tails near the 0 threshold (cf. Fig. 7). Consequently, the
QA team decided to improve the cost-effectiveness of code
inspections in order to prevent common types of defects
from slipping to the testing phase. They performed a causal
analysis of those code defects slipping though code
inspections and modified the code inspection checklists to
address those types of defects.

7.2 Feasibility Analysis
In order to investigate whether experts are able to provide
the required estimates, we used the pilot test in Step 2 of the
procedure. Here, several experts were specifically asked
whether they felt it was possible for them to estimate the
required parameters. The pilot testers unanimously agreed
that, with their experience, all parameters in our CE models
could be estimated, though, for some parameters (e.g.,
defect rework effort for defects introduced early but
detected late), this might be a bit more difficult. Also,
though our case study involved 41 different parameters and
23 experts, only in a few instances was an expert not able to
give an estimate.
7.3 Accuracy and Impact of Expert Estimates
To investigate how well the experts were able to estimate
the parameters, we determined, when possible, the experts’
estimation accuracy and its resulting impact on the model
output. For this purpose, we systematically compared, for
selected model parameters, the expert estimates and the
actual values determined from project data and investigated the impact on the model simulation output. Though,
in the environment under study, this was only possible for a
partial set of parameters, we hope these results are
representative of the experts’ general ability to estimate.
The first set of parameters we consider are the ones that
capture the breakdown per defect origin for all defects
detected in unit test (i.e., pUT;A , pUT;D , pUT;C , cf. Table 6). The
second set of parameters concerns the effort for correcting
unit test defects (i.e., d"UT;A , d"UT;D , d"UT;C ). Thus, despite
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TABLE 11
Accuracy of Expert Estimates for Defect Origins in Unit Testing

the limitations, we are at least able to investigate two of the
main types of parameter estimates: defect proportions and
task effort values.

7.3.1 Defect Origin in Unit Testing
How accurately do experts estimate the breakdown of
defect origin for defects detected in unit test? To answer this
question, we obtain the overall expert estimates for the
corresponding model parameters by performing an MCSimulation in order to aggregate all responses as described
in Step 4 of the procedure. The resulting distribution means
the proportion of analysis, design, and code defects,
respectively, are shown in Table 11. This table also shows
the actual proportions determined from project data as well
as the resulting difference and the relative error of the
expert estimates.
It can be seen that the absolute differences between the
estimated average proportion and the actual proportion
range between 2.4 percent and 7.5 percent. The absolute
relative error ranges between 4 percent and 33 percent. The
question is whether such differences would have a
significant impact on simulation results.
The cost-effectiveness probability distributions for analysis, design, and code inspections are shown in Fig. 8. This
figure shows the cost-effectiveness distributions derived
from the available project data (solid line) and the costeffectiveness distributions derived using the expert estimates for the defect breakdown per origin (dashed line).
It can be seen that, for each model, the differences
between expert-based and data-based simulation results are
very small, yielding almost identical distributions. As a
consequence, similar conclusions regarding the inspections’
cost-effectiveness would have been drawn from both
distributions.
Therefore, we can conclude that, at least for the
parameter under study, the use of expert estimates did
not distort the results.
7.3.2 Correction Effort for Defects Detected in Unit
Testing
How accurately do experts estimate the average effort
required to fix a defect detected in unit test? The resulting
distribution means of our comparisons with project data are
shown in Table 12. This table shows the actual average
effort as well as the resulting absolute and relative error of
the expert estimates.
Correction cost is highest for analysis defects and lowest
for code defects, as would be expected. It can be seen that,
for code defects, the estimates are highly accurate, whereas,
for design and analysis defects, a relative error of 40 percent
and 66 percent, respectively, indicates a larger overestimation. One possible explanation for this result is that more
code defects are found in unit testing and, therefore, with

the task of correcting a code defect being more frequent, this
results in a better ability to estimate.
However, although the estimation error seems significant, a more important question is whether these errors
would practically impact the simulation results. To investigate this, let us look at Fig. 9. Just like for the origin
breakdown parameters, the differences between expertbased (dashed line) and data-based simulation results (solid
line) are negligible.

7.4

Consistency of Expert Estimates for
Propagation Factor
Recall from Sensitivity Analysis that the propagation factors
gi;iþ1 have a strong influence on the simulation results of
design and analysis CE models. Because no actual project
data is available for these parameters as an indicator of their
accuracy, we investigate how consistent the experts’
estimates are. In Fig. 10, the expert estimates for both
propagation factors are shown.
This figure shows the individual experts on the x-axis
and on the y-axis, for each expert, the estimated maximum,
minimum, and most-likely values. Furthermore, the horizontal lines denote the means of the maximum, minimum,
and most-likely values, respectively.
In Fig. 10, we can see that the minimum and most-likely
values are rather consistent across experts. However,
two expert estimates show a significantly higher (practical)
maximum value when compared to other experts. This
might be due to the fact that all experts were responsible for
different parts of the system.
To assess the impact of the propagation factor estimates
of individual experts on cost-effectiveness, we followed a
leave-one-out validation strategy. Thus, we performed
six simulation runs, excluding one different expert in each,
and recomputed cost-effectiveness. Because the number of
experts involved is small and since multiple experts are

Fig. 8. Comparison of model results with expert data and project data for
defect origin proportions.
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TABLE 12
Accuracy of Effort Estimates for Correction Effort in Unit Testing

necessary to represent the entire system and to cancel out
random error, the leave-one-out strategy was considered
the best option.
Table 13 presents for the analysis and design model the
minimum, mean, and maximum values of the CE distributions when all experts are considered, or for each of the
six additional simulations where one expert was excluded.
This table shows that, overall, the distributions where
one expert is left out are rather consistent with the
distribution considering all experts. In most simulation
runs, the distribution means differ only by less than
4 percent. For min/max values, larger differences can
sometimes be observed. These differences, however, can be
attributed to the simulation procedure. When performing
multiple simulations of the same model, we generally
observed that min/max values could exhibit a larger
variation than means.
Therefore, the results above confirm that, by using a
small group of experts, the estimation result of our
simulation procedure is not overly sensitive to individual
estimates.

7.5

Comparison between Original Kusumoto Model
and Its Extension
Another way to demonstrate that our extended model
provides an improvement is to compare its simulation
results to those of the original Kusumoto model. Are there
differences? If yes, which results are more plausible?
We generalized the original model by assuming that a
defect found in activity ai results, on average, in gi;iþ1
defects in the following defect detection activity aiþ1 . Such a
propagation factor is expected to significantly change the
results of the model, as one defect can propagate to many
defects in subsequent phases. Consequently, the effort
saved due to inspections should be significantly higher

Fig. 9. Comparison of model results with expert data and project data for
correction effort.

with a propagation factor gi;iþ1 > 1 compared to a model
where gi;iþ1 ¼ 1.
Fig. 11 shows that, for our case study, the costeffectiveness probability distributions for both the original
model and the extended model are significantly different.
Moreover, the extended model provides, as expected,
higher cost-effectiveness values than the original model.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to draw straightforward
conclusions regarding the accuracy of either model. This is
due to the fact that savings from inspections are not
observable and, thus, not directly measurable. Consequently,
it is not possible to determine the actual cost-effectiveness in
order to compare these with our two competing models.
Therefore, we have to demonstrate the plausibility of our
generalized model through indirect means.
The rationale for our comparison is based on the
representation condition in measurement theory [7]: The
CE model should map inspections so that empirical
relationships are preserved by the numerical relationships.
In other words, our simulation results should be consistent
with intuition and the literature results in terms of what
types of inspections are expected to be more cost-effective.
In Section 7.1, the generalized model provided us with a
clear ordering between distributions as shown in the right
panel of Fig. 7. Thus, analysis inspections are more costeffective than design inspections, and these are, in turn,
more cost-effective than code inspections. However, using
the original Kusumoto model, analysis inspections are
estimated to be less cost-effective than design or code
inspections, while code inspections and design inspections
are equally cost-effective.
To compare the plausibility of results across models, let
us first look at the literature. There is ample evidence that
inspections performed on early development artifacts are
more beneficial than inspections performed later in the life
cycle [2], [10]. Therefore, we can conclude that the extended
model provided results that are more plausible according to
existing empirical evidence.
Another argument in support of the extended model’s
results is the ability to draw correct conclusions for the
environment under study. The extended model quantitatively confirmed what was already the intuitive insight of
the QA team: Code inspections were considered problematic, while design and analysis inspections were considered satisfactory. Based on the original Kusumoto model,
different conclusions would have been drawn and this
would have led to significantly different decisions.
To conclude, there is supporting evidence that the
extended model provides results that are more plausible,
therefore better reflecting the representation condition in our
case study setting and the existing evidence in the literature.
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Fig. 10. Consistency of expert estimates for propagation factor.

8

LESSONS LEARNED

During the performance of the interviews and the analysis
of the interview data, lessons learned were drawn that can
roughly be divided into the following categories: motivation of experts, selection of experts, and the application of
the elicitation techniques.

8.1 Motivation of Experts
Overall, in our case study, experts were highly motivated
during the interviews. They showed great interest in the
study and the kind of questions they were asked. Very well
received was the fact that the experts (i.e., the developers
and testers) were involved in drawing conclusions about
the inspection practices in the business unit. In some cases,
the experts expressed their satisfaction and interest to the
QA team. The experts were also very interested in receiving
a copy of the final case study report to see the final results of
their efforts.
8.2 Selection of Experts
The QA management selected the experts following the
rationale that they should be proactive and motivated
developers and testers. This might also explain the positive
TABLE 13
Impact of Experts on CE

atmosphere reported above. The experts had various levels
of experience in the business unit ranging from 3 to 18 years.
Some of the experts with 3 to 4 years of experience had
difficulties answering some of the questions regarding
relatively rare events, such as the correction effort for
analysis defects that are detected late in the system testing
phase. Thus, experts should have a sufficient level of
experience to be able to answer the questions. In a particular
context, this should be determined during pilot testing.
Additionally, they should currently perform the activity
about which they are interviewed. In some cases, people who
had worked a long time as developers, but were currently
performing different tasks, provided estimates that differed
significantly from the estimates of other experts.

8.3 Application of Elicitation Techniques
One of the most important lessons learned was that the way
in which questions are posed could influence the estimate.
One question addressed the practical maximum effort for
correcting defects. During the first pilot test of the
elicitation, questions about the different scenarios were
asked in the following way: “Under what scenarios would
you expect a maximum effort value and what would be that
maximum value then?” followed by “What would then be a
value for the practical maximum?” This question led the
expert to think of “pathological” instances of defect
corrections and their abnormally large associated effort.
This had a significant impact on the practical maximum
estimate. During the debriefing after pilot testing, the
experts concurred with this observation. Therefore, the
question in the subsequent interviews was then phrased as
“Under what scenario would you expect a practical
maximum effort value and what would be that practical
maximum value then?” Compared to the experts in the
interviews, the estimates of the pilot testers showed
significantly higher maximum values. This is a clear
indicator that the first way of posing the questions had
very likely introduced bias.
A second observation is that people had difficulties to
estimate some of the effort values. It was difficult to
estimate the correction effort for analysis or design defects
detected in late testing phases. This could be attributed to
the fact that the tasks for correcting these defects are not as
easy to visualize and remember and are not performed as
often as, for example, the correction of code defects. Thus,
better support for these kinds of questions should be
sought. It was also difficult to estimate the effort to correct
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Fig. 11. Differences between original and extended model.

one defect after inspections. Some experts had difficulty
including the fixed effort occurring once per inspection in
their estimates (e.g., checking the document into the
configuration system, performing administrative tasks).
Thus, in the future, the model should be refined in the
sense that the effort spent on correcting defects and the
effort spent on administrative tasks should be elicited
separately.
A third observation is that the responses of the experts
can significantly differ because of their varying experience.
In Section 6.4, we discussed that an expert who is
responsible for a very complex part of the system may
provide estimates that are significantly different from other
experts who are responsible for less complex system parts.
Similarly, an expert who is currently not performing the
task about which he is to provide an estimate may provide
different estimates than an expert who is performing the
task. Therefore, it is necessary to screen all estimates and
explain differences in the estimates. We must identify the
most plausible causes for the differences and decide, for
example, whether to include or exclude an estimate in/from
the simulation procedure.

9

CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of this paper is fourfold. First, a costeffectiveness model was proposed by generalizing the
assumptions of the cost-effectiveness model proposed by
Kusumoto et al. Second, based on the existing research on
expert knowledge elicitation and simulation, a method was
provided to estimate the cost-effectiveness of inspections by
combining project measurement data and expert opinion.
The main objective of these two contributions was to
provide a rigorous yet practical approach to the evaluation
of inspections from an economic standpoint. This is
important as inspections are a widely varying but widespread technique in software development organizations.
Several authors have noted the difficulty of making them
systematic and convincing developers that they are useful.
It is important to note that many elements in our approach
can be easily tailored to the evaluation of technologies other
than inspections. Third, a case study was performed to
assess the feasibility of the method and the plausibility of
the results. Finally, lessons learned regarding the development and application of the model were also drawn to help
future applications.
In particular, three outcomes from the case study are
worth highlighting:

1.

2.

3.

The quantitative results provide further evidence
that inspections can be very beneficial, especially on
early developed artifacts.
However, it is not clear whether inspections are
always beneficial, under all circumstances, as it is
sometimes suggested in the literature. In our study,
for example, the usefulness of code inspections
should be investigated further as substantial gains
have not been clearly demonstrated.
Just the fact of involving the developers and testers
in assessing a technology like inspections showed to
be beneficial to the quality management team.
Interviewees felt they contributed to the evaluation
and betterment of current development practices, as
opposed to having changes imposed on them.
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